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parts of the country, and therefore may be said to be an authority on the mani· 
!old and. tangled problems of that teeming land as well as of the Far East at large. 
He sheds much light on the peculiar difficulties, responsibilities and opportuni-
ties of a British journalist in the Far East, in addition to much interesting in· 
formation of a general character. 
Chinese pirates, opium traffickers, Foreign Courts, Bolshevik plots, war, 
sport and politics, the role of Japan in Manchuria and the birth of Manchoukuo 
all come under review and are seen from an angle that few other journalists of 
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who wish to get .a real insight into the vast complexities of China and her people 
and -:Jther Far Eastern nations. 
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With Preface by ALBERT MORDELL 
Cloth. 196 pages. ~.70 'F 8 sen. 
The present volume contains probably the cream of Hearn ' s 
miscellaneous translations from the French, and both original and 
translation are of a highly literary character. No doubt the reader 
will welcome the fascinating short stories Hearn chose from the 
French authors he loved. 
THEOPHILE GAUTIER: 
Two Actors for One Role. 
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Translated by 
Lalcadio Hearn 
With Preface by 
ALBERT MORDELL 
Cloth. 96 pp. ~.50 T' 8 sen. 
Hearn had sympathy and admiration for Zola, and made quite a 
number of translations from journalistic work and fiction by the 
French writer. He also wrote bo.ok reviews of Zola's novels often 
and even did a. biographical sketch of the man. The present vol-
ume contains the biographical sketch and the famous fascinating 
story "Fight at the Mill", probably the most important translation 
from Zola, and two other stories. 
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King George Dies At Sandringham, 
World Joins Britain in Mourning; 
Prince Of Wales Becomes Ruler 
Domei 
London, January 21.-While British sub· 
jects throughout the world united in mourn· 
in~ the loss of their sovereign, the body of 
Kmg George V this morning lay quietly at 
rest in the little Church of St. Mary Mag-
dalene near Sandringham, awaiting com· 
pletion of arrangements for a State funeral. 
Death closed His Majesty's quarter· 
century reign at 11:55 o'clock last night 
(8:55 a.m. Tuesday Tokyo time). The end 
was peaceful. 
The Prince of Wales now succeeds to 
the Throne as King Edward VIII. 
Throughout the night the body of King 
George lay in the bedchamber of the Royal 
Estate at Sandringham where he made his 
last and futile struggle against death. This 
morning it was moved to the parish church 
in which he had so often worshipped in 
life. Later it will be brought to London to 
lie in state, probably at Westminster, until 
the funeral takes place. 
Unconscious at End 
It is understood that the King lost con-
sciousness shortly before his death re-
maining without pain until the very' end. 
Queen Mary and the other immediate 
members of the Royal Family were sum-
moned a few minutes before his death and 
stood sorrowfully around the bed while the 
tired, frail figure of the King breathed its 
last. 
Queen Mary, who had maintained an 
iron self-control throughout the anxious 
days since the King fell ill, broke down 
when it was clear that life had gone. She 
turned to her eldest son, the new King, and 
exchanged a tearful, affectionate embrace 
fall it was clear that he had only a few 
hours more to live. An official bulletin 
issued at 9:25 o'clock foreshadowed the 
inevitable end by stating that "the King's 
life is moving peacefully toward its close." 
The somber news that went forth from 
the sickchamber a few minutes before 
midnight meant to a far-flung Empire the 
loss of a beloved ruler. To the world at 
large, it meant the disappearance of one of 
After each member of the family had 
taken a last, loving gaze at the quiet face 
of the dead monarch, they trooped sadly 
out of the room to an adjoining chamber the most commanding and 
where they did their best to console one sonalities of modern times. 
another. The dim lights in the King's Immediately upon the King's death, the 
bedroom were extinguished before 1 o'clock sovereign powers passed into the hands of 
this morning, but the rest of Sandringham 41-year old Prince Edward of Wales, now 
House remained illuminated throughout · King Edward VIII. His accession to the 
the night. throne will be proclaimed today, and the 
As soon as the formalities of verifying customary oaths of allegiance to the new 
the King's death were completed the mem- ruler will be taken at a meeting of the 
bers of the Council of State created yester- Privy Council to be summoned at St. 
day offered the Throne to the Prince of James's Palace. 
Wales, who accepted and thus becomes Family at Bedside 
England's new ruler under the title Edward At the King's bedside during the last 
VIII. moments of his life were Queen Mary, his 
Already in the afternoon, the King's consta?t companion of the past 42 years, 
strength was rapidly waning, and by night· the Prmce of Wales his eldest son and heir 
Price 3 sen Published by the Hokuseid<> Nishik icho, Kanda, Tokyo 
to the throne, the Princess Royal, Countess 
of Harewood, the Duke of York and the 
Duke and Duchess of Kent. The first bul-
letin, signed by His Majesty's three phy· 
sicians, said that death came "peacefully." 
--The japan Advertiser 
Shyness Characterized King 
George; Was Deeply Loved 
By His Subjects 
Nippon Dempo-United Press 
London, January 21-Shyness character· 
ized King George. 
He lacked the ability to make friends 
with anybody and everybody at a minute's 
notice, a quality so largely possessed by his 
father, King Edward, and his son, the 
Prince of Wales. 
He was schooled in the Victorian tradi· 
tion, that royalty is a thing apart, to be 
jealously secluded from the people, seldom 
seen, a tradition, and a relic of the right 
and might of kings of the Middle Ages. 
Kindly Gentleman 
His people knew him as a kindly gentle· 
man. They did not know much about him. 
All he seemed to do was open bazaars, con-
ferences, lay corner stones, and make in-
spiring speeches in a voice that was so 
lacking in accent and ordinary that his 
listeners, without knowing what they ex-
pected, were surprised. They never could 
imagine the King as an ordinary human-
being. That was their royalty complex, 
carefully nurtured throughout the years. 
There was none of the sometimes scan· 
dalous stories of gay doings among the 
bright lights that surrounded King Edward. 
Queen Victoria's court was severe with all 
: the narrow-minded of the nineties. King 
: George's court was more lax. It recogniz· 
1 
·ed the modern trend of civilization. But 
there was never a breath of scandal. 
It could be said that until his nearly fatal 
illness in 1928, the King was just The King 
in capital letters, to his people. Whe~ 
bronchial pneumonia all but killed him at 
the Christmas of 1928, there was an un-
precedented outburst of affection which 
surprised those members of the royal circle 
who were long accustomed to the cheering 
and flag-waving that always accompanied 
the appearances of royalty in public. 
This affection has been steadily, if not 
increasingly, apparent ever since. In his 
latter years the people thought of him 
mostly as a kindly old gentleman whose 
health was not too good, rather than an 
aloof King-Emperor. 
Yet King George will go down to pos· 
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terity. Not, like King Edward, Henry VIII, 
Edward the C nfessor, or many another 
rulers si;1ce William the Conqueror, so 
much for his own personal character, as 
because his r eign has seen more history 
m;;de than probably any of his predeces· 
sors. 
It saw the end of the Victorian era, and 
the crrowth of the machine age; the eman· 
cipafion of women; au tomobiles, airplanes, 
radio, and a host of other inventions and 
discoveries. 
Cheered Men in World War 
Its highlight was the world-war. King 
George played a kingly part in it. He sent 
his sons with a million other sons to the 
battlefields. He, himself, often visited the 
fronts and personally cheered his men. He 
even cut loose from his German relations, 
and changed the name of his House to the 
homely one of Windsor. 
There were other worries. Ireland was 
a sore spot throughout his reign. It was 
troublesome when he mounted the throne 
in 1910, and the two countries were not on 
"speaking terms" in 1934. 
Actually, there is good reason for ~elie~­
ing that the King had a bigger part 111 h~s 
country's affairs during the Autumn of his 
life. In the depression year, 1931, his 
ministers r epeatedly sought his advice. It 
is said that it was his approval that decid· 
ed the government to suspend the go·d· 
standard. He also was directly concerned 
in the formation of Ramsay Macdonald's 
national government which put Britain 
back on its feet. 
A k ing has died, a wise and loved one. 
A bad cold, which had fatal results, put 
King George on the throne of England. A 
bad cold ended his reign. 
One J:ileak week in January brought him 
from the compar ative obscurity of a second 
son to the limelight of a potent ial ruler . 
Actually King George's life story may be 
said to have started with the death of his 
brother. It brought him a wife in addition 
to a crown. Before that little was known 
of him. Born June 3, 1865, at Marlborough 
House, in the heart of London, he was 
christened Frederick Ernest Albert George, 
and was known to the family as " Georgie." 
15 Years in Navy 
He served fifteen years in the navy; 
visited the West Indies ; learned much of 
America, Fiji, Japan. Ceylon, Egypt, Pales· 
tine and Greece. Everywhere h~ was met 
with a wholehearted welcome. Fired with 
an ambition to see as much as possible of 
the world, he continued his travels almost 
up to the t ime of his coronation. 
King Edward would not permit even 
Queen Victoria's death to intt rfere with 
the cruise planned for the opening of the 
first Commonwealth parliament of Aus-
tralia; and the subsequent visits to New 
Zealand, ::outh Africa and Canada. Prince 
George was created Prince of Wales on the 
completion of that trip. 
The broad facts of King George's mar· 
riage are history. Behind them is more 
romantic coincidence than m any a film 
director would dare to use. 
Princess Mary, daughter of the Duke 
and Duchess of T eck, had been engaged 
for reasons of state to the Duke of Clarence, 
* * Russia Postpones Utopia * * 
By EUGENE LYONS 
Recent dispatches out of Moscow conv~y 
an impression of far-reaching changes 111 
mood and manners. The lighter side of 
mortal existence, such as dancing, comedy, 
romantic love, neat dress, are finding in· 
dulgence. Outmoded sentiments like re· 
spect for parents and gallantry toward 
women, neglected institutions like dura~le 
marriage, have been restored to offic1al 
favor. 
Men are being put on trial for marrying 
and unmarrying too often, and parents 
have been punished for neglecting the.ir 
children. It is characteristic of Bolshevik 
but the Duke died, and when the official 
year of mourning had e'nded, she married 
Prince George, for the best of all poss1ble 
reasons, because they loved each other. 
They were quite poor, but they were 
happy, although running a royal household 
often meant some drastic economies. Then 
came the children-Prince Edward, now 
Prince of Wales, Prince Albert, now Duke 
of York, to be followed at intervals of two, 
three and two years by Princess Mary, the 
Duke of Gloucester and Prince George. All 
of them except George, were born while the 
King was still Duke of York. 
Becomes King 
Then King Edward died, and George 
ascended the throne. He mounted it at a 
time of England's greatest prosperity and 
peace. True, Ireland was being trouble· 
some and women suffragettes were tymg 
themselves to the railings of parliament, 
but these were small cares compared with 
the crisis that was to come. 
Almost without warning the world was 
plunged into war. Belgium was invaded, 
Russia mobilized, and on that fateful days, 
August 4, 1914, Great Britain declared war 
on Germany and. her allies, in support of 
her pledge to aid her weaker neighbors. 
He sent his son, the Prine~ of Wales, heir 
to the throne, straight from school to the 
theater of war. He, himself, often visited 
the front, and he was a source of anxiety 
to his generals for his lack of caution. 
Once a mettlesome horse he was riding, 
reared and fell on him, and he had the 
narrowest escape from death. 
But the war ended, and King George 
returned to the task of restoring a weary 
and battle scarred nation to normalcy. He 
faced it bravely. It was on a raw Novem· 
ber day in 1928, that, while standing bare-
headed at the Cenotaph, he contracted the 
cold that nearly cost him his life. 
T he whole world watched the fluctua-
tions of that illness that progressed through 
bronchitis and pneumonia, and a crisis at 
Christmas-time that kept his family near 
his bedside all night long, to the long con-
valescence and temporary set backs of the 
following year. 
Always himself retiring and self-effacing, 
hateful of pomp and circum3tance and 
demonstrations of any kind, the King's ap-
pearances in public had seldom evoked a 
spectacular outburst. It took his illness to 
show the r eal depth of feeling his people 
had for him. 
From his coronation in 1910, the King 
technique that new policies even in the 
direction of conservatism should be drama-
tized for the population in terms of naked 
power-trials, punishments, decrees. So-
cial opinion elsewhere may plead and ex-
hort-the Soviet Union simply orders its 
men to be gallant, its children to be more 
considerate of their elders, its families to 
remain unified. The change, however, is 
none the less fundamental. 
The last important Soviet official whom 
I interviewed was Alexander Kosiarov, the 
30-year-old head of the Communist Youth 
League. Except for the swathings of Mar-
saw his empire, threatened by desires for 
independence, now more firmly united than 
ever by the Ottawa Conference. He had 
his constitutional power over that empire 
curtailed, and his title changed to "King 
of the United Kingdom of Great Britain 
and Ireland and of the British territories 
beyond the seas, Defender of the Realm, 
and Emperor of India." 
Sees First Labor Govt. 
He saw the advent of Britain's first Labor 
government in 1924, and he mixed with 
policemen and laborers because of it. And 
he saw the succession of governments that 
followed it, including the national govern· 
ment, headed by his class friend, Ramsay 
Macdonald. 
In 1933, he opened the World Economic 
Conference which hoped to cure the ills of 
depression. Abreast with the times he 
often spoke over the radio. All parts of 
the world heard his voice on last Christmas 
Day in a message of peace and good-will. 
He saw Britain fall into line with most 
countries and adopt economic protection 
after nearly a century of free trade : and 
he saw the suspension of the gold standard 
as a measure of urgent necessity to protect 
London's reputation as the world's banker. 
In his declining years he saw Britain strug-
gled back from the slough of depression to 
a reasonably sure footing in gradual re· 
covery to pre-war normalcy. 
In his own home he saw his family grow 
up, two of them, the Princess Royal and 
the Duke of York to, marry and make him 
a grandfather, and he was perturbed by 
the daring of his heir, the Prince of Wales. 
In August, 1934, he announced the engage· 
ment of his youngest son, Prince George, 
to Princess Marina of Greece, and later he 
attended their wedding. 
He had his sorrows, principally the death 
of his mother, Queen Alexandra. Annual· 
ly he mourned with his people at the 
Cenotaph for two million war-dead. 
Empire Expands 
King George saw his empire, represent-
ing one quarter of the earth's surface, ex-
pand, not in area, but in population to some 
463,000,000, roughly one quarter of the 
world's people. They speak 222 different 
languages, and practise every religion 
known to man from Christianity to the 
Voodooism of the African jungles. They 
are comprised of hundreds of r aces and 
tribes, from dark-skinned Indians to fair· 
haired Saxons. -The japan Times 
FEBRUARY 
xist formulas, his code of conduct could 
have been accepted almost in toto by a 
Y.M.C.A. conference: true love rather than 
license, lasting marriages, many children, 
loyalty to friends and family, amusement 
in moderation, and the other staples of 
conventionality. 
There is no question that a revolution in 
manners has taken place and is being con· 
solidated on all "fronts" -·domestic, lite· 
rary, theat< ical. The crude factory-made 
propagandist play or movie is giving way 
to productions with human beings and 
human emotions instead of machines, slo-
gans, and wooden symbols. Human in-
terest stories are creeping into the news-
papers, a little timidly as yet. Elementary 
cleanliness in personal appearance and 
personal conduct are being insisted upon, 
and even exalted officials are expected to 
shave in the morning. 
The significance of the change, I believe, 
goes much deeper than its surface effects 
would indicate. Underlying the new man-
ners is a tacit recognition that the Soviet 
system of today, a halfway house on the 
road between capitalism and socialism, 
will remain essentially unaltered long 
enough to make it a resting place for a 
number of generations anyhow. In short, 
the "transition period" is being accepted 
for all practical purposes as permanent. 
As long as the revolution was on the 
march, with Communism in our own gen-
eration as the ostensible goal just around 
the corner, the decorative aspects of life 
were out of place. Happiness could be 
postponed until the corner was turned, and 
every ounce of energy devoted solely to 
achieving that crucial maneuver. But with 
the abandonment of hope for speedy Com-
munism and the realization that the inter-
mediary stage would be prolonged, it has 
become not only possible but necessary to 
relax. The morality of guerrilla warfare 
must give way to the conventionalities of 
a stable society. Existence must be ad-
justed as comfortably as possible on the 
present social basis. 
Five years ago, when the initial Five-
y ear Plan was in. its most vociferous and 
difficult phase, there was still a sense 
of wrong-doing in living better than 
your neighbor. When a G.P.U. officer, a 
good Communist, or a well-paid engineer 
threw a party there was a good deal of 
secrecy about the proceedings. It was not 
quite respectable to dress well, eat suffi-
ciently, or live more amply. Cushions, 
white collars, and jazz records were still 
the symbols of bourgeois degeneracy. You 
could immediately spot the villain of the 
piece on the stage by his clean shave and 
shined boots; and the hero, conversely, by 
the stubble on his chin and the mud on his 
boots. 
The momentous change brought by these 
recent years, and especially in evidence at 
this time, is that economic advantages have 
become altogether respectable. The pre-
tense of utopian equality as a national 
ideal is being ridiculed by Stalin and his 
lieutenants as "petty bourgeois roman-
ticism," and the clean-shaved, ruddy-cheek-
ed, well-groomed Soviet leader can now 
face the unwashed and as yet underfed 
proletariat without the slightest self-con-
sciousness. 
It is evident that certain elements. of the 
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Soviet population by this time have a siz-
able stake in the "transition period" and 
that the ·normal conservatism of human 
nature · product of habit and fear of change 
- is operative. The intrenched bureau-
cracy, large classes of privileged police and 
military officials, administrators, better-
paid technical workers and the new Soviet-
made intelligentsia-most of these--are an-
xious to remain at the present in-between 
point. They want more food and goods 
and leisure, but certainly no radical 
changes in the immediate social equili-
brium. Even large slices of the ordinary 
workers and better-placed peasants in the 
collectives · are loath to risk their slight 
present possessions and prerogatives for a 
problematical utopia. 
Moreover, the enjoyment of larger in-
comes and higher cultural standards has 
been sealed by official approbation. In-
deed, it has become the social duty of the 
individual to improve his personal lot by 
qualifying himself for skilled labor or 
responsible administrative posts, pretty 
3 
much as under capitalism. The policy now 
is more pay for better work, larger re-
wards on more responsible posts, monetary 
inducements for improving one's ski! all 
part of . the Kremlin's desperate effort to 
reinject personal initiative into its economic 
system by reviving the outlawed incentive 
of personal gain. And today new shops, 
restaurants, cafes, hotels summer resorts, 
and cooperative apartment houses cater 
openly, under government aegis, to the 
needs of those in the higher income brack-
ets or with more ample political power. 
Thus the Soviet Union is now shaking 
itself down for a long enjoyment of trium-
phant statehood, with new classes in con-
trol. That, it seems to me, is the deeper 
significance of the new conservatism. 
Family unity, the relaxation of moderate 
pleasures, the r evival of romance in Per-
sonal relations, rational code of conduct-
these are at once the products and the 
instrumentalities of Soviet social stability. 
-Adapted From Scribner's Magazine 
A JOURNEY IN HIDDEN ASIA 
Among the Lamas of Kumbun1-
CAR.A VAN TO THE KOKO NOR LAKE 
(II) 
By PETER FLEMING 
At the West Gate of Lanchow we said 
good-bye sadly to the two Russians and set 
off after our three mules along the bank 
of the Yellow River. Our immediate desti-
nation was Sining, the capital of Chinghai 
Province, and we did not seriously expect 
to get much nearer India than that; but 
we were glad to have postponed, however 
temporarily, the admission of defeat. A 
motor road to Sining exists, but was im-
passable at the time. Not sorry, after our 
experiences, to have finished with mechani-
cal transport, we did the six stages to 
Sining in five days, walking most of the 
time, but sometimes sitting on top of our 
luggage on the mules. 
On the second day we crossed theY ell ow 
River in a great flat-bottomed ferry and 
followed the dusty road up the valley of its 
tributary, the Sining Ho. Before us the 
bare and jagged hills sprawled intermina-
bly red and yellow under a bright blue sky. 
Occasionally we passed a caravan of don-
keys, tripping demurely under dispropor-
tionate loads; travellers of consequence in 
litters or carts drawn by the famous Kansu 
mules; once a fur-hatted detachment oi 
provincial troops, coming down from Sin· 
ing to the anti-Communist campaigns, their 
officers riding Tibetan ponies, their equip-
ment on camels, and their two superan· 
nuated cannon dragged by coolies. 
On the swift waters of the Sining Ho 
huge rafts, made of anything up to 30 in-
flated oxskins, were poled skilfully through 
the rapids, carrying wool and hides on the 
first stage of their tremendous journey 
from the Koko Nor pastures to Tientsin. 
Here and there at the water's edge men 
squatted, washing gold . . At night we halt-
ed in villages of an inconceivable poverty, 
and slept on k'angs reeking of opium, while 
the animals munched and stamped outside. 
At the start, before dawn, it was cold, for 
the road climbs from 6,000ft. to 7,000ft. 
above sea-level; but the chill soon vanish-
ed in the brilliant, windless sunlight. Ex-
cept for occasional eggs and the remains of 
a cake from Peking, we lived entirely on 
bowls of kuan mien (a kind of spaghetti), 
violently flavoured with red pepper and 
bought at the wayside for a few coppers. 
Patience 
We eyed the single telegraph wire with 
misgiving; but no attempt was made to 
stop us at the Kansu-Chinghai frontier, and 
on the evening of March 10, after a 40-mile 
stage, we came in under the walls of Sin-
ing, on whose battlements sentr ies armed 
with· stocky automatic rifles were silhouet-
ted against a fiery sunset. We found an 
inn and feasted on meat at a Moslem 
eating-place. In Sining (the Sin-ju of 
Marco Polo, the Seling of . the Tibetans) 
the Moslems, an important minority in 
Sian and Lanchow, predominated at last 
numerically; the provinces of Chinghai 
and Ninghsia were recently formed by the 
Central Government in order to forestall 
the inconvenient expression of Moslem de-
sires for autonomy in the north-west. We 
spent 10 anxious, . rather squalid, days in 
Sining. 
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On the first we discovered that the Lan-
chow authorities, with a characteristically 
Chinese desire to evade respons~bility, had 
sent us on to Sining without issuing the 
requisite passports, thereby delegating to 
their neighbours the invidious task of 
holding us up. Our fate remained uncer-
tain pending the return from a hunting 
trip of General Ma Bu-fan, an energetic 
young autocrat who, as military governor, 
controls the destinies of Chinghai. Mean-
while the forefingers of the curious punc-
tured the paper windows of our grubby 
quarters at the inn, where we spent much 
of the day playing Patience and stimulat-
ing optimism. The rest of our time was 
devoted to ordering (very provisionally) 
stores and equipment, and to sifting the 
current rumours about our prospects. 
In a Monastery 
Our telegraphic inquiries from unofficial 
sources at Nanking produced the most un-
hopeful results ; " Visas doubtful! est," wir-
ed a Chinese colleague in the capital. But 
at last the situation eased. The Sining 
officials informed us that passports au· 
thorizing our shooting trip in the Koko 
Nor region were being prepared; and that 
in the meantime we might visit (under 
escort) the great Tibetan monastery at 
Kumbum, a short day's journey to the 
south·west. The escort proved to be a 
fragile and defenceless dotard in uniform, 
in whose company we rattled down to 
Kumbum in a hooded Peking cart. 
The monastery, which has been fully 
described by travellers better qualified 
than myself to treat of such things, is one 
of the richest and most powerful in all 
Tibet; it is said to have grown up round a 
sacred and still extant tree which sprang, 
in the fourteenth century, from the blood 
of Tsong Kapa, founder of theY ellow Sect 
of lamas. Its buildings, prominent among 
them two magnificent roofs of pure gold, 
crowd the steep slopes of a narrow ravine. 
As soon as we saw them we felt that, what· 
ever political m aps of Asia might say to 
the contrary, we had done at last with 
China. 
Everything, from the style of architec-
ture to the demons which played so large 
a part in the mural decorations, belonged 
to another race and another culture. Lamas 
with shaven heads, in red robes or in yel-
low, paced and squatted in the courtyards; 
others, seated rank upon rank in semi· 
darkness, endlessly intoned their prayers, 
sending up waves of rhythmic, hypnotiz-
ing sound to beat upon the wooden pillars 
and the hangings between which a dull 
gleam betrayed the smiling and gigantic 
god. 
Outside the devout turned prayer-wheels 
in the sunlight, or mechanically prostrated 
themselves before the greatest temple, 
sliding their bodies up and down in grooves 
which generations of their ancestors had 
worn deep in the wooden floor. Gongs 
sounded from time to time, and horns. 
Stuffed tigers, bears, and yaks, their flanks 
shiny with butter ritually applied, goggled 
fantastically from wooden balconies. In 
Kumbum we saw many strange things 
which we had not, alas, the learning to ap· 
predate, and which I have not the space 
even to enumerate. 
A Friend in Need 
We were entertained by the lamas in one 
of the more secular departments of the 
monastery, sleeping in panelled upper 
rooms which were warm and spotlessly 
clean. Next morning, awakened by the 
cries of rooks in the trees outside incon-
gruously mingling with outlandish drums 
and conche:>, we walked over to Lusar, a 
Chinese trading settlement which has 
grown up next door to the monastery. 
Here we were received by Ma Shin·teh, a 
rich Moslem merchant who was a friend 
of our erstwhile guides the Smigunovs, and 
who possessed one of the most important 
qualifications for business success in China 
that of being related by marriage to the 
military governor of the province. 
In a small, richly furnished room, con-
taining no fewer than eight far from 
unanimous clocks, I strained my Chinese 
to the utmost and solicited his help for our 
journey. Ma Shin-teh was (so far as we 
could understand him) charming; one of 
his agents (he said) , a certain Li, was 
shortly leaving for the Tsaidam with a 
caravan, and this man would look after us 
on the road. Much cheered, we returned 
to Kumbum, presented our lama hosts 
with a little money and a fountain pen, 
and bumped back to Sining in the teeth 
of a biting wind. 
We still did not dare to hope; but the 
next day the Governor's secretary duly 
issued us a passport authorizing us to 
travel in the interior of Chinghai (we dis- . 
covered later that, once more, it was not 
the right sort of passport, having nothing 
on it in Tibetan; but this, as things turned 
out, did not matter). Hastily collecting the 
provisions which we had ordered, we left 
Sining, in two carts provided by the mayor, 
for Tangar, the last outpost of Chinese 
civilization on the edge of the Tibetan 
plateau. We were again encumbered with 
an escort; but the excellent fellow was 
only t ~o glad to accept my visiting card, 
which, after two days of intensive opium 
smoking at home, he would present to the 
authorities in token that his mission of 
Tangar had been faithfully discharged. 
New Start 
After a long day's journey, mostly up a 
narrow valley whose dark, bare hills re-
called, under a sullen sky, the Highlands 
of Scotland, we reached Tangar on the 
evening of March 21. In this village, 
which is the last in China and 8,000ft. 
above sea-level, our hitherto vile luck 
seemed to have changed. The first sign· 
of this was the attitude of the local repre-
sentatives of the China Inland Mission, 
Mr. and Mrs. G. M. Urech, who are the 
only foreigners in the place. In Sining the 
Protestant missionaries had wisely fought 
shy of two travellers who (they had been 
warned) were suspect of officialdom; but 
Mr. and Mrs. Urech, ele: ting to ignore this 
warning, spontaneously offered us not only 
their assistance but their hospitality. 
We spent a pleasant week with them, 
making the final additions to our stores, 
compiling a Chinese glossary, and writing 
the last letters (tentatively valedictory in 
tone) which we could be certain of posting. 
In the course of this week, in company 
with an intelligent Chinese convert from 
the mission, I rode down to Kumbum to 
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confirm our caravan arrangements with 
Ma Shin·teh. I found that, in spite of 
misunderstandings due to my execrable 
Chinese, these arrangements substantially 
held good, and I brought back to Tangar 
the man Li, who as our guide and servant 
shared our food and our fortunes for the 
next six weeks, and who was always re· 
£erred to, according to the usage of those 
parts, as Brother Li. 
Currency 
In Tangar we bought two Tibetan 
ponies and saddles for them. Four camels, 
hired for a trifling charge, stalked super-
ciliously into the mission compound; the 
Mongols in charge of them, very wild and 
woolly, but most expert, apportioned and 
adjusted the loads; and on March 28, six 
weeks after leaving Peking, we rode out 
of the south gate of the village in a keen 
west wind and a state of considerable ex-
altation. We said goodbye . to our kind 
hosts on a bridge spanning the last sea· 
bound river we were destined to see for 
four and a half months; and, rather incredu-
lously, turned our horses' heads in the 
general direction of India. We were to 
join forces with the main caravan at a 
rendezvous just short of the Koko Nor 
Kake. 
Our four camels, led by a silver-haired 
and somewhat episcopal Mongol, strode 
slowly up a well-marked track which 
wound through a narrow valley into the 
wintry hills. Some account of what they 
carried may not be out of place. The cur-
rency probiem was an important one. 
Thanks to the kindness of the Chinese 
postal officials in Peking, I had been enabl-
ed to open a credit with their branch in 
Sining; but the great weight of silver dol-
lars and the lawlessness of the country 
through which we had now to pass made 
it inadvisable to carry more than the 
minimum of coin. 
We had only some 600 or 700 dollars 
(Mex), or about £ 50, stowed away in our 
various sacks and suitcases; with the re-
mainder of our capital-about 1,000 dol-
lars-! had bought in Lanchow a 12oz. bar 
of gold, which, besides being easily conceal-
ed, had the advantage of · being negotiable 
anywhere where a file and a pair of scales 
were available. In addition, we had with 
us eight bricks of tea, and a quantity of 
cloth, which were legal tender in remote 
communities with no use for dollars. Ex-
cept for the few luxuries mentioned in my 
first article, our food supplies were made 
up entirely of local commodities - rice, 
flour, and kuan mien; hard cubes of bi~· 
cuit, to take the place of bread; some 
raisins, a little sugar, and a small keg of 
Chinese spirit. More important than any 
of these was tsamba, or roast barley meal, 
the staple food of Tibet, known to travel-
lers in North China and Mongolia as tso 
mien. On this we relied to keep up going 
until the one cooked meal of the day. 
The Commissariat 
Tsamba is eaten by soaking it in tea, 
preferably \vith r ancid butter, and then 
working it with the fingers into a paste 
which can be flavoured with salt or pepper 
or (if you have it) sugar. It is extremely 
sustaining, and we never got tired of it. 
Except for a few onions and some rather 
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* *KIPLING DIES AT 70: * * Was a Myth to the End 
The following is an extract from an article by Clair Price that appeared in the New York Times 
magazine, December 29, 1995, a.nd was course written before the death of K ipling on January 18 
nearly three weeks after his 70th birthday on December 30 last. As it throws much light on the 
evening of his life, how he was rrgarded as a myth how he changed from the Kipling of his 
earlier days. etc., we have decided to reproduce in thes~ pages the article with some abridgment. 
By CLAIR PRICE 
According to all the reference books, Once you have found hiin it is difficult 
Rudyard Kipling will be 70 tomorrow. ·If to take your eyes from him. Back in the 
this is true (and all the books of reference days when you were younger than you are 
can't be wrong), it disposes once and for now the one and only Kipling would have 
all of the theory that Mr. Kipling is a swum into your ken trailing memories of 
myth, that he does not exist and never has the Kashmir Serai in Lahore, where Kim 
existed. There used to be several variants sidled through the hubbub of the caravans 
of this once popular theory. The most newly returned from Central Asia: " Here 
convincing of them held that Mr. Kipling were all manner of Northern folk, tending 
was originally a real person, but that at 
about the age of 24, when he left India for 
Japan, America and England as a corres-
pondent of the Allahabad Pioneer, he walk-
ed off the edge of the earth and disappear-
ed into space. 
When he disappeared from human ken 
after leaving India he seems to have fetch· 
ed up in Sussex. Having reached Burwash 
by way of Rottingdean, he settled down as 
a gentleman farmer, with Guernsey cattle 
in his pastures and forty volumes of his 
own works on his shelves, and no man has 
seen him since. 
True, there are people who say they have 
seen him. They say that at long intervals 
of time he has been known to come up to 
London, that he has attended royal garden 
parties, the Eton-Harrow game at Lord's, 
even an occasional dinner with microphones 
on the speakers' table and half the report· 
ers in Fleet Street lurking behind the potted 
palms. About this, every man is entitled 
to his own opinion. 
At 70 Rudyard Kipling looks older and 
perhaps more delicate than he used to look. 
Otherwise he does not seem to change 
much. His eyebrows are as bushy and 
bristly and dominating as they always were. 
Perhaps they are a bit grayer. 
As you see him seated behind the cut 
flowers and the snowy napery of the 
speakers' table his eyes have a tired look 
when they are not hidden by the reflection 
of the lights on the lenses of his spectacles. 
His lips are lost beneath his mustache and 
much of his expression as he talks is in the 
play of his lower lip and his broad creased 
chin. Despite his white tie, there is some· 
thing about him which suggests an old 
gray eagle, as old and gray as his own 
South Downs. 
leprous dried apples, we had no fruit or 
vegetables for the next three months; eggs 
were nowhere procurable, milk occasional-
ly. A big item in the camels' loads was 
grain for the horses, who found little enough 
nutriment in the sere and sometimes non· 
existent grass. 
Maillart ran all the commissariat with 
admirable foresight, and also designed our 
diminutive"tent; it was made for us by a 
Chinese for about 15s, out of thin material 
whose obviously non-weatherproof nature 
was no drawback on a rainless journey. 
We had always to pitch it ourselves, usual· 
ly in half a gale, and a larger tent would 
have been unmanageable. It never quite 
blew down.- The Times Weekly Edition. 
(To be continued) 
tethered ponies and kneeling camels; load-
ing and unloading bales and bundles; draw-
ing water for the evening meal at the 
creaking well-windlasses; . piling grass be· 
fore the shrieking, wild-eyed stallions; cuf-
fing the surly caravan dogs; paying off 
camel drivers; .taking on new grooms; 
swearing, shouting, arguing and chaffering 
in the packed square." 
But all these memories fade out when 
Mr. Kipling rises to speak today. When 
he spoke at the luncheon . given by the 
Royal Society of Literature to a delegation 
of the Canadian Authors Association who 
were visiting England the manner of his 
talk was this: 
"You have already spent five or six 
fairly crowded days with us. You have 
before you ten more in which to look over 
some of the possessions and verify some of 
the title-deeds of your unpurchasable in-
heritance here. The things that you will 
see and the atmospheres you will realize 
are not, as aliens might regard them, 
archaeological curiosities or ineffective 
echoes out of a spent past. Whether they· 
be the work of men's hands or .of men's 
souls, they bear witness to the instinct-it 
is more than tradition - the immemorial 
racial instinct toward unbridled expendi-
ture on matters material and spiritual for 
the sheer joy of the exercise. 
"They are proof of our land's deep un-
conscious delight through all ages in her 
own strength and beauty and unjaded 
youth. That same headlong surplus of 
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effort and desire goes forward, along other 
paths, today. But our eyes are held. Like 
the generations before us, we cannot per-
ceive among what new wonders of new 
births we now move. 
"All these things out of our past, in our 
present, and for our future, are yours by 
right. They are doubly yours, since the 
dominant strains of your blood draw from 
those twin races-French and English-
which throughout their histories have been 
most resolute not to be decivilized on any 
pretext or for any gain." 
And is this Kipling? If you are pre-
pared to credit the evidence of your own 
eyes, it is. But decidedly not the Kipling 
who flashed on the Nineties in a blaze that 
was sudden and blinding. The white-faced, 
ink-splashed Kipling who was very young 
and very certain of what he knew has been 
succeeded by a mellower Kipling, who may 
be less certain of what he knows but who 
knows infinitely more than barracks, 
parade grounds and the racket of empire. 
At one time and another he has been the 
sternest of Old Testament prophets, the 
rowdiest of Tories, and a poet who was 
equally handy with the lyre, the banjo and 
the barrelorgan. All that rumbustiousness 
seems very remote from an evening on a 
Sussex farm. 
In time past the five continents and the 
seven seas have known him. Few writers 
have wandered further. But the evening 
of his life belongs to England. The glori· 
ous kick of the raw crude life " some; 
wberes east of Suez," the clang and clatter 
of ships' engine rooms, the technical jargon 
which he used to rattle off, all the old 
flamboyances have been weathered from 
him by the storms of half a century. 
He is still an outdoor man-an old and 
gnarled oak, perhaps, rather than a mere 
man. Long ago he struck his roots deep 
into the soil of Sussex, and it is Sussex 
from which he draws his sustenance today. 
Men whose hearts are not in Sussex may 
conceivably prefer the less-rooted Kipling 
of the remote past. But Sussex men, if 
they had to, would trade off all the rest of 
Kipling to keep his Sussex verse. 
His visits to London are rare and they 
are getting rarer. He has few visitors in 
Burwash, and in fact few foreigners ever 
stray into the village at all-a "foreigner" 
in Burwash being anybody whose village is 
more than ten miles away. There is no 
railway there, not even a main road. A 
low-lying country lane winds between tall 
hedges of thorn on its way to Burwash, or 
if you are tramping you can follow one of 
the numerous Downland tracks which slope 
down from the sky into Burwash. There 
is not much of it when you get there-only 
Bateman's Farm, with its Elizabethan 
manor-house, the church and the chalky 
Downland stream which they call the Dud-
well, the mill and its pond, and a few shops 
and cottages. You will find it all in "Puck 
of Pook's Hill." 
In the great world outside the Downs 
Mr. Kipling's popularity rolls on at an as-
tounding rate. ·A mere half-dozen of his 
books, in their English editions alone, have 
now sold well over 1,500,000 copies. In 
London and New York any scrap of his 
rather square penmanship fills an auction 
room with collectors. For nearly half a 
century he has been one of the most power· 
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ful literary forces of our time. He has also I of these is the serenity which belongs 
been the one front-rank writer who has to the evening of a great genius. For 
succeeded in drawing a rigid dividing line example: 
between his books which belong to every "There was a beautiful smell in the air 
man who can buy, beg, borrow or steal - the smell of white dust, bruised nettles, 
them, and himself who belongs to no man. and smoke, that brings tears to the throat 
They say that when he first moved to of a man who sees his country but seldom 
Burwash, a quarter of a century ago, he -a smell like the echoes of the lost talk of 
used to work out his meters by humming lovers; the infinitely suggestive odor of an 
them as he walked. But since the war immemorial civilization." 
drove the iron into him he has walked in Only one man living could have written, 
silence, a stern moody figure in rough that. If it inspires you with a desire to 
tweeds, tramping across the plowed fields lift the curtain and to look upon the man 
with his dog trotting beside him. who wrote it, you soon discover that he is 
What does he think about as he walks entirely surrounded by an invisible line 
today? What is his philosophy at 70? which no man may cross uninvited. In-
Does the sword, the "lean gray blade," vited guests at Bateman's Farm find him 
still fascinate him as it did? the most generous of hosts, but they have 
This post-war world is older and wiser always been few and since the war they 
than the world which once became glori- have been fewer. To uninvited guests he 
ously drunk on Kipling and. more than a remains a myth, as deliberate and per-
bit fuddled on the Kipling-and-water of his sistent a myth as any myth that ever lived. 
million imitators. The soberer world of The New York Times Magazine 
today has had enough and to spare of the 
"lean gray blade." In its soberer way it 
is apt to look back on the Mulvaneys and 
the little Gurkhas as being all a miraculous 
magic of words. MR. F. H. HEDGES' IN FAR JAPAN 
Has Mr. Kipling also changed? India, 
of course, is now very far in the back-
ground. And more than India. Long, long 
ago, as long ago as "Kim" perhaps, Mr. 
Kipling discovered that dreams are more 
than triple-expansion engines or even than 
"lean gray blades." But that discovery 
had no chance in those days. It is now 
exactly a quarter of a century since the 
terrific rush of his first twenty years of 
writing was spent, and the stream of little 
blue books with the elephant's head and 
swastika on their covers began slowing 
down. The only clues to what is in his 
mind today are his rare speeches and his 
still rarer books. 
Now that England has laid its spell on 
him, he still has all his old magic of words 
and all that immense strength which he 
controls so well as to make its finest bits 
seem almost casual. But more than either 
THE CROIX DE FEU: 
A FORCE IN FRANCE 
Recent political developments in France 
have centred largely on M. Laval's position 
regarding the leagues of the Right, particu-
larly the Croix de Feu led by Colonel de Ia 
Rocque. There have been negotiations with 
a view to their abandoning provocative and 
military methods and acting as political 
parties. Steps have been taken, however, 
towards their suppression, and lately there 
were rumours of a coming coup d' ttat by 
the Croix de Feu. Colonel de Ia Rocque, 
who is forty-eight, was a staff officer to 
Marshal Foch during the war. He has 
frequently declared that his movement is 
not Fascist. It began in 1927 as an associa-
tion of ex-Service men who had received 
the Croix de Guerre, and its name indicates 
"wearers of the cross won under fire," and 
not "the fiery cross." The Colonel is a 
republican and opposed to dictatorship, but 
seeks to regenerate French politics. That 
achieved, he has said, "I shall efface my-
self." In 1929 the membership of the Croix 
de Feu was about 5000. "Now," as the 
Co lone! wrote to M. Laval recently, "we 
are over 700,000 strong, and increasing by 
1000 a day." The 1/lustmted London Newo 
"Gives Feeling for tlae Funda-
mentally Beautifrd of Life~, 
Mr. Hedges has written a beautiful book. 
When one writes this it is only a general 
statement that indicates the quality that 
pervades the entire book, but the apprecia-
tion engendered in the reader gives a feel-
ing for the fundamentally beautiful of life, 
whether in far Japan or elsewhere. The 
author has given to his writing a new and 
delightful form showing understanding of 
this ephemeral and at the same time, gros-
sly material country. The actual writing 
is very close to poetry in its ebb and flow 
of vivid language, although it is unconfin-
ed by any set form. In fact, in many 
places it is true poetry, and again it is 
etching and painting, for on the reader's 
mind, not only the scene, but the quality 
of the feeling called forth by the scene is 
more vivid than experienced reality. 
Glimpses and Sketches 
The author remarks in his Word of 
Warning that the glimpses and sketches 
are fragmentary, but those who have lived 
in Japan and who have wanted to under-
stand will realize that the sketch, the fleet-
ing impression is one of the truest and 
most revealing ways of communicating the 
variegated life and landscape of the coun-
try. Mr. Hedges has a quick penetration 
to the reality behind the apparent facts, 
whether beautiful and spiritual or gross 
and flat, that is altogether unique in writ-
ings about Japan. 
The reality of the similies that the author 
employs to carry his picture and his feel-
ings are fascinating in their stimulus to 
the imagination. They are variegated, 
scintillating, enjoyable "facets from the 
mirror that is life." 
Reading the nature sketches, the feeling 
of the intense verdurous quality of the 
whole of Japan is communicated to the 
reader, while in the glimpses that show the 
reader the people, the qualities that endear 
the masses to the sympathetic foreigner 
are subtly understood and made clear. If 
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analyzed as to how these characteristics 
are obtained, they seem to come from a 
close observation of the details that con-
stantly present themselves to our five - or 
six senses. But in Mr. Hedges sketches, 
not only the details are present, but an 
understanding of the inner meaning of each 
detail in its relation to the whole of life. 
The significantly worn stone steps ap-
proaching an ancient shrine where people 
- long ages of people have patiently climb-
ed to worship, do not absorb the attention 
of the author so completely that he does 
not see the railroad tracks over which 
people rush to their modern god of busi-
ness. The peace, beauty and repose of the 
garden are felt almost more keenly through 
the experience of the author than in 
actually seeing the garden for one's self; 
and the confining factual fence presents 
itself as it is - the limit of the garden. 
Well Illustrated 
In the Foreword it is carefully explained 
that this is no attempt at a discussion of 
politics, economics or world relations. 
These are the writings we have come to 
expect from newspaper men and journal-
ists, but this book is far otherwise. How-
ever, without the side of life that the 
sketches present to the world, all of the 
politics, economics and world relations dis-
cussions that bear on the Far Eastern situa-
tion can not be but partially understood. 
This is no book for those who have a single 
interest in life. 
Throughout the volume of some one 
hundred pictures, varying from " Drums 
of the Mountain" to "The Ginza" there 
is no dullness, and wherever the reader 
chances to open the book he is promised 
a remembering of an experience, scene, or 
people that will bring pleasure to him be-
cause the author has expressed it so per-
fectly and so naturally. 
Mrs. L01<is Olds, The Japan A.dvertiser Jan.15, 1936 
FUKUZAWA'S AUTOBIOGRAPHY 
P1•of. Quigley Calls It: "A 
Guide to a CentrLrg of 
Japanese llistory"' 
Prince Saionji, last of the "elder states-
men," was born in 1849. Fukuzawa Yukichi, 
greatest educational leader of modern 
Japan, was born in 1835 and died in 1901. 
Both lived through the Restoration and 
watched the rise of liberalism. Both were 
alert to the values of occidental science and 
the necessity of coming into working 
relations with the West. Their high abili-
ties, humility, and moderate temper won 
them the confidence of all classes. Saionji 
entered politics and continues today to sit 
at the right hand of the Emperor. Fuku-
zawa did not hold entirely aloof but pre-
ferred education, literature and journalism. 
The record of their lives is a guide to a 
century of Japanese history. 
Neither of these books pretends to com-
pleteness. Mr. Takekoshi, though he was 
on intimate terms with Saionji, found it 
difficult to obtain information .from him 
and was forced to rely on his own memory 
and notes, helped out by official records. 
The reader feels that he sees the man, but 
somewhat veiled. Fukuzawa is more de-
finitely etched but aspects of his work are 
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omitted, a deficiency he hoped to remedy 
in a second volume. His death intervened. 
Foreign readers will hope that this task 
may be assumed by another hand. 
There is the further fact that Fukuzawa, 
writing about himself, has felt free to 
criticize, while Saionji's biographer is ob-
viously disinclined to find fault with one 
whom he reverences. This is not to sug-
gest that Mr. Takekoshi misstates or omits 
facts; but his comments are invariably 
complimentary. 
Fukuzawa has left us a chatty and frank 
story of his life, with many references to 
comparatively unknown persons, a mini-
mum of attention to the trends of the 
times in opublic or business affairs and 
frequent digressions. The son of a low-
rank samurai, he gives an intimate picture 
of his family circumstances. His father 
was overseer of the treasury for the dai-
myo of Nakatsu but at heart he was a 
scholar of the old school who objected to 
having his Children taught arithmetic, 
thought musical instruments wicked, and 
forbade attendance at plays. His mother, 
to whom many touching references are 
made, was charitable and sympathetic, 
encouraging the boy in his efforts to raise 
himself out of the boredom and frustration 
of village life. 
Yukichi's first experiment in things novel 
turned out well. He stamped on a charm 
paper to test the powers of the gods. Un-
harmed by heavenly wrath, he threw away 
a shrine tablet, substituting therefor a cob-
blestone. Thereafter the current supersti-
tions had no terrors for him. His whole 
life was inspired by this contempt for 
traditionalism and cant, a struggle against 
powerful currents of popular feeling. At 
nineteen he left his village for Nagasaki, 
to learn Dutch and gunnery. Thence, after 
a few months, he proceeded to Osaka where 
he spent five years in the same pursuit. 
Earning his living by such menial services 
as the American college youth often finds 
necessary, he became thoroughly versed in 
the Dutch language, only to find, upon the 
opening of the treaty era, that English was 
destined to be the principal vehicle of his 
country's foreign relations. Without re-
sentment he turned to English, which he 
mastered well enough to be appointed 
interpreter to the foreign office. 
Student life in Osaka in the fifties was 
hard. Books were so scarce that the stu· 
dents had to copy the texts on cheap paper 
with hand-made quills. One Dutch diction-
nary served the whole school. Living was 
rough and ready, with much drinking, 
street-brawling and frequenting of bawdy-
houses. Fukuzawa had no taste for the 
"nightless city" but admits with regret 
that he loved to drink. A more savory sort 
of student diversion was found in the 
spring-time picnics to view the peach-
blossoms. 
Three times, all before the Restoration, 
the vigorous young samurai went abroad, 
twice to America and once to Europe. As 
a servant to Captain Kimura he travelled 
on the first Japanese ship ·to cross the 
Pacific, to be charmed with American 
hospitality and astonished at ice-water in 
summer, horse-drawn carriages, and ball-
room dancing- described by a companion 
as " ladies and gentlemen hopping about 
together." On the European mission of 
1861, lamps and rice were taken to guide bushido in this book-nor do we find it in 
and sustain the members. 0-metsuke, or the Saionji. The clear crystal of democracy 
censors, accompanied the mission to watch was the lens through which Fukuza:wa 
· looked at life from beginning to end. In 
their own colleagu;,s, a p_recaution :nhich these days of its disparagement in all 
Fukuz_awa termed carrymg the pohcy of countries, we may well quote these brief 
se~lusJO!!- ~!I around Europe on a tour. of paragraphs, the creed of a liberal: 
f~1endsh1p. The nucleus. of a sc_Ie?tlfic , After all, the purpose of my ~ntire work 
l~brary an? notes ~m hospital adm1mstra- has not only been · to gather young men 
t!OJ?, ~ankmg practice, post~! systems, con- together and give them'- the benefit of 
sc:1ptwn, ~t~., were the pnzed results of foreign books, but to open this "closed" 
th1s exped1t10n for Fukuzawa. . . country of ours and bring it wholly into 
Japan was. m?re than ever anh-foretgn the light of Western civilization. For only 
when t~~ mtssi~n returned aft~r a year. then may Japan become strong in both the 
The Bnbs~ legatiOn secret~ry, Rtchardsol?, arts of war and peace, and take a place in 
had ~een_ ktlled by samu:a1 enraged at hts the forefront of the progress of the world. 
seemmg msolence to their feudal lord, and I · fi d 1 d · England was pressing for heavy indemni- was not sat1s e mere y to a vocate 1t 
ties and other penalties. At this point ap- by w_ord_ <?f mouth. I _felt that I must 
pears the one important observation of the pr(lctice 1t m my actual hfe, and that there 
book on political matters: "Tokugawa w_ould be no excuse tf there was the least 
[i.e. the shogunate] if closely examined, disagreement between ~y _vv~rds and con-
was the leading opponent of foreign inter- duct. Hence my self-dtsctphne and my 
course in Japan." This being true, it is household economy so as never to be. de-
apparent why the samurai, to whom Japan pedi!-dent onh o~her ~en. At the sa~e tihme 
was sacred soil, should have felt free to I Id not esita~e If I sa:v anythmg t at 
resist a foreign program which to them v:a~ _ne~essary m a~vancm~ the cause of 
had the appearance of armed invasion. ctvthzatwn whether 1t met w1th the general 
To Fukuzawa this view was mistaken, not approval or not. . . . 
only in its interpretation of the foreign . I quote these wor~s for the sp1:1t that IS 
attitude but in its failure to appreciate the m them, not for th_e1~. too. flattenng refer· 
benefits of foreign intercourse. He was ence to Western c_tvtl~~a.tiOn;, Was Fuku-
whole-heartedly in favor of the fullest pos- zawa dazzled by 1ts _hgh~ as wer_e s~ 
sible knowledge of Western ideas. Hold- many onental progressives m that penod. 
ing this view he felt himself in danger and It may seem that he was. The tempo of 
feared to leave his home after dark. Main- reform that he set may ~ave been too fast. 
taining his principles, however, he devoted But we learn from h1s v1_ews on educatiOn 
his energies to education and writing, to that he opposed . Confuc1a~ te<~:chmgs be-
the great profit of his countrymen. cause he found them _lackmg ~n the two 
Moving to Yedo, now Tokyo, he estab- ~ases that seemed to h~:U _most 1_mportant : 
lished a school which grew so rapidly in n_umber and. reason,_ 1.e. sc1~~ce, the 
numbers that he was forced to obtain gmde to physical actwn, and mdepen-
larger quarters. In 1868, with skirmishes dence," _the criterion _of. moral C<?nduct. 
between the shogun's supporters and the ~e. ~scr_Ibed. the" supenonty of occidental 
imperial troops going on about him, he CIVIlizatiOn m . w,~alth, arma~e?t and 
erected a new building and named his ge_neral well-bemg to the pr~nc1ples of 
school "Keio." His humble foundation, science and democracy, and 1t was to 
supported by the gifts of students, was the s~r~~gt~en rath~r than destroy o:1ent!Jl 
first modern university in Japan and for a CIVIhzatwn whtch he finds supenor _m 
time was the only institution of its kind some respects- that he counseled the m-
the schools supported by the shogunat~ corporation of such principles. 
having been disrupted by the Restoration. We look in vain for evidences of inter· 
One reads with amazement the statement nationalism in his self-revelations. Japan's 
that in 1871 eleven acres in the heart of victory in the war with China fills him with 
Tokyo were purchased by Fukuzawa for exultation. He is confident that Ct. ina can-
five hundred yen. Tuition fees replaced not attain to civilization under the Manchu 
the gifts, discipline was inaugurated, cere- Go_vernment, but m~st destro~ it and re-
monial bowing dispensed with. English bmld the whole natiOn from Its founda· 
studies were placed first in the curriculum ; tions. There is ~n interes~ing~ though ap· 
Chinese, which the founder regarded as p_arently unconsci_ous,_ apph~atwn of_ Men-
decadent, was retained but in a distinctly cms and Laotze m h1s advtce to h1s own 
secondary status. clan to sell its armaments, since "a weak 
Toward the end of his life Fukuzawa clan cannot commit a sin." But he holds 
became reconciled with the Government's t he opposite ideal for his country. 
policies, which he then regarded as liberal, Fu~u~awa r.nakes no reference . to his 
apparently because the older attitude of assoctatwn wtth Count Okuma m the 
suspicion toward things occidental had founding of the Progressive Party (Kai-
been discarded. He explains at considerable shinto), progenitor of the present Minsei-
length his earlier aversion from the many to . . He . does reveal _his ~uthorship of an 
opportunities that came to him to take article m the Hoch1 which favored the 
office. Basically it was due to his dislike establishment of a national Diet. In 1882 
for-the clan spirit, which inculcated an un- he foun_ded_ the news!)aper .fiji Shimpo, an 
questioning, and to him degrading, humili· _enterpn~e m nonpar~Isans~Ip, as he terr.ns 
ty in the presence of rank, and discounted 1t. He mstructed hts a~s1st~nts to wnte 
individual worth. He resented as a boy extremely or severely 1f circumstances 
the airs put on by his playmates slightly warranted, but never to write what they 
higher in the social scale, and maturity would be unwilling to say to a ·" ~ictim" 
only intensified his contempt for haughti- face to face. The sense of proportiOn that 
ness on the one hand and subservience on dignified his ·career as an educator and 
the other. We find no blind worship of (Continued on Page iii) 
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最新刊及近刊の高等教科書
義昭和十年四月以降誕行のもの 長
A.n Advaneed English Grammar 
With Exercises 
高等英文典数科書
新津米遣先生新著 E認諾 E・50
本書a数多の代表的英文法書ら参考と L著者多年の賞地授業
の経験lこ基き高等率校井lこ専門串校用の2費用英文典教科詰まとし
て全部卒易なる英文た用ゐ、多数の練習問題た翠げて編纂し1:!， 
のである。
lwaEt制・Poter:The Renaissance 
Comtiled， with Notes by Y. TANABE. Cloth. 210 pages. .1.20 
Introdue1:ion-Preface-Two Early French Stories-Pico Della 
Mirandola-Sandro Botticeli'-Luca Della Bobbia-The Poetry of 
Michelangelo-Leonardo Da Vinci-The School of Giorgione-
Joachim Dll Belay-Winckelmann-Conclusion. 
Liberalism in England 
With Notu. Cloth. 101 tages. .70 
Laisez-Faire. L. T. Hobhousc 
John Stllart Mill. William L. Davidson 
The Heart of Liberalism. L. T. Hobhouse 
The Idealist School-T. H. Green. Ernest Barker 
Their Best Short Essays 
Compiled， with Notes by O. UMETANI. 
New Digher Englishεomposition I _._ Cloth._ ~~6何回・・90
新高等英作文教科書(全二時) 1132EZh. tfJA2zm 
The Green Hand. Sir W. Beach Thomas 
April13: A Reverie on Sllmmertime. E. V. Knox 言語星雲教授須藤栄吉先生新著喜六空各.70
本書l"tあらゆる方面の問題ら取入れて英容生かして愛車事極リ I Qn Reading "!'oo Fast. Arthur R耐 !Some
なき現代の要求lこ悠ぜしむるやう訓練た奥へんとしれものであ I :!:~e !:l:lman DormOllse. . _ Louis Herr抑 制
る。一関毎l二詳し吾註緯た奥へ、ま7設備え例 L添へてある。 I:!:?e ~~ho.olbo'y ~.tr?~es of GenillS. if.n印刷usI The Merits of Bird Song. Prof. C. J. Patter. 
A.rnold:εnltl・reand Anarehy 
An Essay in Political and Social Criticisrn 
Selelled， with Notes. Cloth. 108 pages. .70 
Sweetness and Light. 
Hebraism and Hellenism. 
Doing as One -Likes. 
Porro Unllm Est Necessarillm. 
Seven Seleet 制。riesfrom Edgar 
Allan Poe Cloth. 129 pages; ・60
A Descent into the Mealstrom. The Masqlle of the Red Death. 
The Black Cat. The Tell-Tale Heart. 
The Fal of the House of Usher. A Tale ofthe Ragged MOllntains. 
The Pit and the Pendlllum. 
Shakespeare in Short Stories 
Comtiled by O. UMETANI. Cloth. 174 pages. .1.00 
Hamlet. Francis Brett Young The恥1erchantof Venice. 
The Taming of the Shrew. Viscollnt Sno叩 den
Clemense Dane Jlllius Casar. WinstonChurchill 
King Lear. HlIgh Waφole Coriolanus. John Buchan 
ON WOMAN: Essoys & Poems 
Edited by S. INABA. 
Cloth. 135 tages. .80 
Woman and Marriage. P. G. Hame，.ton 
Trlle Love (Poem). W. Shakesteare 
The Provincial Woman. Arnold Bennet 
Sweet Two and Twenty (Poem). Lord Byron 
Mariage. Arnold Bennet 
The duty of it. The adventure of it. .The two ways of it 
To the Moon (Poem). P. G. Shelley 
Blow~ Blow， Thou Winter Wind (Poem). W. Shakest日 付
Women in Politics. W. R. lnge 
A Cradle Song (Poem). W. Brake 
My Heart Leaps Up (Poem). W. Wordsworth 
BENJAMIN FRANKLIN: 
The A.otobiogropl.y ond 
Poor Bicho，'d ~s A.lmonoc 
Ilbridged， with Notes by Y. KOSE. Cloth. 142 tages. .80 
Something for Nothing・ Ma，.tin A，.mstr間宮
Good Sounds and Bad. C. B. Mortlock 
Modern Landscapes. Clough William-Ellis 
This Christmas Busines. Rose Macaulay 
Death and Deportment. F. TennJ'son-JeSJe 
Two Contrasts in Lives. Henry W. Nevi出 on
Treasury Bil. C. Pat門ckThomtson 
Looking Back on Life. The Very Rev. W. R. Inge 
Weather to Order. N aomi Royde-Smith 
English Country: What is Happening to It? H昭hWaltole 
The 01d Trams. J. B. Morton 
Nothing to Do. K. R. G. Bro叫me
I Want! 1"¥再Tant! A. E. Newton 
Hunchbacked Flees. Ano坦ymolls
Yet Again the Essay. Ivor Bro引m
EOTDEN (ASELEC刀ON)
by A. 1J'. Kinglake 
乱1yFirst Bivollac. 
The Black Tents. 
Terra Santa. 
Cairo and the Plague. 
The Sphynx. 
Cloth. 145 tages. .80 
The Dead Sea. 
Passage of the J ordan. 
The Desert. 
The Pyramids. 
Cairo to Suez. 
BACON~S ESSAYS (ASELEC刀ON)
Selelled，引，ithN otes by Y. N IlTSU. 
Of Death. Of Revenge. 
Of Parents and Children. 
恥1arriageand Single Life. 
Of Envy. Of Love. 
Of Great Place. 
Of Boldness. 
Of Goodnes， and Goodness 
of Nature. 
Of N obility. Of Superstition. 
To be tub!ished in March 1936. 
Of Travel. Of Delays. 
Of Wisdom for a M叩 'sSelf. 
Of Regiment of Health. 
Of Suspicion. 
Of Riches. Of Ambition. 
Of Y outh and Age. 
Of N egotiation. 
Of Studies. Of Praise. 
Of Anger. 
Dardy~s Five Tales 
To be抑るlishedin March 1936. 
On the Western Circuit. A Changed Man. 
'I he Duchess of Hamptonshire. The Withered Arm. 
The Marchioness of Stonehenge. 
The HOKUSEIDO Press 
Nishiki-cho， Kanda， Tokyo 
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童図言室農理室合長クー ジャ先生新著E主管室定債 1.50ま8銭
THEιOG OF A JOURNEY 
て}数る流文著いせ一語世を治ーとてを者をちから昨
敢般科、麗平でふし暴皐界惇や方地地語が一日り本年
て積書が、易あ近めにののへ風を理方る其湿本て年の
薦物と如典にる来やし習現、俗散を的に放しへ日一
むとし 1 味し。のうて得勢以習へ盛匪雷行た世本月
。してミ溢て行快と得をとて慣政り史つ記著界かにか
f.むmJAi)ANfむJAPAN
???????
??????
English Grammar 
(改訂版)
躍進の日本!全世界に一大使命を負へる新奥
田本が海外に誇示すべき模範的教科書!!!
断然! 類書中群を抜きたる理想的教科書!!!
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x x X 
所謂る寒波が烈しいです。皆様の御健勝の
程た祈り上げます。出版部でl工来るペーさ新与さ
期に備ふぺ〈各積のまt詩書た準備高端滞り
すよく用意して居ります。
海軍々絡会議I:t:漁期Ltこ様i二日本案の握
りつぶし、つvいて日本の股迭となっ7こ。将
来に多くの重要なる多響か及lますぺき大き
い一事件であるc喰?ご此の事あろI:t:疾¥I二重量
見して居つ7こ事であって此事丈からは大し
れ驚告た奥へすよいが、問題I:t:)符来にある。今
月焼から始める事が出来ナよいが、三月号虎から
f:t:特に留意して各図軍備の動向其他の軍備
問題iこ閲する材料ら官費者諸子l二御自にかげ
皮いと思ょ、3
x x x 
oフ1"-0五世陛下の御崩御とキプ甲 νゲ
の逝去I:t:英図i二取ってのみならず‘)N(ミ世ぞ界
に取っての一大事件であらう。英図皇帝に
就てt:t:英治世二十五年間に於げる英'i閣の
膨脹と箕常商しすこ重大事件た略惑しれ~E事
た得て載ぜて置いれ。キプ 1) "，- ~'I:t:駿Qi官会
りに穏接的生活た怒って居Tこ7こめか、寄ー 妙な
話ながらキグプ 1)~〆グ7よるもの i主主主在的人
物でなし、、とか嘗てI:t1芝在的人物であつれ
が、長吾以前から此世1:1:t:居ft.よい、とか色守
-t!噂さがt:って居TこLのである。本紙五頁所
載の記事t:t:キpプ 1) ，..-~・'þ~、昨年十二月三十
日lこ丁度七十歳の誕生た迎へる前l二番かれ
たものであつれが、晩年不可思議なろ存在と
Lての彼の風貌の一端た.r..¥俸へて居ると
思ふJ晩年の彼f:t:勿論客ての日l二印皮ゃ中央
アoアの密体。卒原た馳隠し1:彼ではなか
っす:、闘鶏L1こキpプ明 νPである。キpプ
甲ングがへ Jレν講義の刊行l二際し吾が堂主
に懇切な親展絞ら宛てられれのI:!一昨年の
幕であつれ。英手紙I:t:今I:t:世!こも誇れなる貴
重なものとなって仕舞つれ。
「口 γヤユウ干ヒアた延期すJすよる文章I:t
yグヱートが段骨人間らしいお・態に復隠し
つ hわる事た誇るものである。全く人問』陸と
B!iE.ら無税ぜる事の不可能た誇るものか。
「アタヤの秘境沿行¥Jはまたまた績いこ
ういう記事荷積む毎日時勢の影と徐セ l二明
りゆく文明の懇切に似7こものた感じさぜら
れる Lのである。
へ少ヂス氏の「日本随筆」及'{JP1"へタド
氏の「極東の動き J に~，tする批評た穣セ入手
Lて暦リますが、紙磁の翻係でいづれ後から
御目 lこかげる事としたし、。本務に載t!.tこオ-
)1/ )7.夫人が「美しい本、線本的i二美しき Lの
に~tする感情や関かぜる」と云へる I:t:至言と
思ふ。
(C仰 tinuedfro例 P.7)
publicist was present in his family rela. 
tions. We find it expressed on a conclud-
mg page: 
Althou宮h1 give the best of my ability to 
the rnanagernent of the institution (Keio) 
and put al my heart into it for its future 
and its improvement， yet 1 never forget 
that al my personal worries and irnmediate 
concerns are but a part of the “cornedy" 。fthis “自oatingworld，" out entire lives 
but an aspect of some higher consciousness. 
And so while 1 am using my brain in pres-
ent labor， my mind finds truer rest. 
HAROLD S. QUlGLEY， 
Pacific Ajfairs， December， 1935 
ベミヲ編輯室から
FEBRUARY 
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?? ?? Do You E勺erAsk， "Tf7ho Tf7rote. . .?竹
or"耳7hatOther Books 
Has He Written?" 
。r"耳7hertDirl 
He Live?" 
THE POLE STAR MONTHLY 
A tlAN[)!3uむ臨むf
lN 6L1Stl AN[) 
A川l~H二ÁN
LlTl~ÁTU~l 
From the Beginnings to the 
Present Day 
ん!W. BRADFORD SMITH 
Le8urcr uz t/;e To正}'OJmperia/ U 
5}x8" 384pp. 2.50 〒 J0 sfl/. 
Ti回les.Lite，.o，.y SIIppl畦ment.
LOlldoll:-Mr. W. Bradford Smith has with 
great industr}' compiled for the use of J apanese 
stuclents chronological lists of English and Amer-
ican writers， includin宮 philosophers，historians， 
&c.，宮ivingdated references-to theIr principal 
¥vorks， and appendin官thebriefest po悶iblecom-
ments， aIso notes on charaaeristics of the vari-
ous perIods. N o.ne of those last is more than 
the rnost sumn1ary pointing品nj!er，and the 
book in general must be regarded primarily 
as an cxhaustivc rcading・list，bascd 011 
cO!l1monly current critical judgmen目
An indC'x of over 5~OOO entries adds to Its 
llsdulnes~ in this kind 
P"olished 6y the Ilokuseido 
MARUZEN CO.， L TD 
NIHONBASHI. TOKYO 
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This book is αsurvey of the 
αmαzing industJ旬 l1でvolution
αchieved by the rising young 
giant of the East， and J，坦pαn's
newplαceαsα world power. 
JAPAN'S 
ADVANCE 
sy Dr. James A. s. Scherer 
A27むにPZTnzf
flS a World 1冶ωcr."
Sixty Iltus山ations348 pp 
9~ x叫"
PRICE 
3.aQM 
I30und in du町ab!egr官en
IN19UP一時 apeasantry;山 4she is 
one of rhe leading industrial nations 
ThC: book brings inlo rclicf this SPECDiNCトUP
PROCESS，. by analizing the factors that have !ed to 
its STARTLING REVOI.UTIO:-l IN lNDUSTRY. It is a 
comprehensi¥'e description of the NEW JAPAN in 
industrれ invcntionsand in arts， that is am出 mg
the whole world. discussing as well her ORIENTA. 
TION IN INTERNATlO~AL POUTIC.，> 
THE HOKUSEIDO PRESS 
NISHIKI.CIIO， 3・CIl 0 ~t 配， KANDJ¥， TOK¥'O 堂星~t 東京市神田医師岡J三ノ十二
